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I. Executive Summary 
 

The SVx cryptocurrency emerges as a pioneering blend of artistic innovation and 

advanced technology, specifically tailored for the NFT landscape. Taking a lead in 

reshaping "Shark Tank" style investments and expanding sponsorship horizons 

both domestically and globally, SVx targets diverse projects in the sectors such as 

museums, collectibles, sports, entertainment, culture, and eco-sustainability to 

back the SVx cryptocurrency. Leveraging the capabilities of WEB3 technology, 

Saphira & Ventura, in collaboration with their tech allies, have engineered the SVx 

crypto to offer value-centric loyalty schemes. This strategic move is set to magnify 

sponsor visibility and pave a trajectory towards increased stakeholder 

engagement and lucrative sales opportunities. 
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Authors and their roles: 
 
- SVx Cryptocurrency 
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30th Conference of the Parties (COP30) to 
the United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 2025.

 
  

 

 

 



 

SVx COIN Overview: 

• Launch of the SVx cryptocurrency. 

• Pioneering NFT products in collaboration with key stakeholders from 

museums, sports, entertainment, gaming, and global conservation 

initiatives. 

• Evolution of themed NFTs and robust social media communities to 

revolutionize marketing across service and product platforms. 

• Allocations for philanthropic entities aiding global emergency relief. 

Primary Goal: Catalyze community monetization, empower projects through 

value tokenization, and champion pivotal societal causes, all while utilizing 

the SVx coin as the primary transaction medium. 

 

Physical Attributes of SVx coin:  

 

• 36.9mm diameter and 2mm thickness. 

• Intricate design featuring gold-colored front, encircled texts and patterns, 

world map depiction, and the distinctive “SVx” insignia. 

 

II. CRYPTOCURRENCY DESIGN 
 

 
 

Saphira & Ventura New York introduced the SVx cryptocurrency, which stands on 

multiple pillars, including culture, art, sports, entertainment, gaming, technology, and 

innovation. 

 

With a strong presence in the finance sector in conjunction with its partners, SVx offers 

captivating financial products and initiatives. 

 

With an initial valuation of US$ 1.00 per TOKEN and a supply of 100,000,000 TOKENS 

(US$100,000,000.00 in total), SVx promises a cyclic value multiplication in the investment 

market. 

 

By bolstering trust, fostering innovation, and financially supporting technological 

advancements, the SVx coin positions NFT collections as its primary backers.  

 



 

The overarching aim is to motivate enthusiasts, shareholders, and investors, directing 

them towards unity and financial gain. At the heart of SVx's mission lies a profound 

dedication to cutting-edge financial instruments, technology, wealth generation, and 

sustainability. 

The primary objective is to enliven the community's followers, guiding them to inclusivity 

and profitability through influencer-driven NFT collections. 

 

SVx Crypto Vision: 

 

• Leading the way in introducing innovative financial investment models and 

avenues, coupled with groundbreaking technological advancements in the NFTs 

marketing strategies alongside revolutionary technological leaps in the NFT 

domain.  

• Spearheading sustainability initiatives focusing on UN agenda. 

• Establishing a transparent, decentralized transaction framework using blockchain 

for all involved parties. Envisioning a boundless ecosystem where capital 

catalyzes inclusive growth, balancing profitability with societal impact. 

• Cultivating an expansive ecosystem where capital drives inclusive prosperity, 

harmonizing financial gains with positive societal influence. 

 

III. NFTs and their Role in SVx 

 

NFT collections integral to the SVx cycle comprise SVx Museums & Galleries, SVx Sports 

is Art, SVx Sustainability, and SVx Entertainment. SVx offers innovative fundraising 

avenues for both profit and non-profit sectors, anchoring their projects in cryptocurrency. 

Emphasizing its commitment to global charitable initiatives, SVx ensures transparent and 

accountable fund utilization through the wonders of blockchain technology.  

 

The SVx system represents a productivity cycle based on new paradigms, anchored in 

technological products and projects, whether in tokenized goods or services. For all 

financial transactions and activities, the SVx cryptocurrency will be used in both the 

investments, marketing, and sponsorships of the respective products, programs, and 

initiatives. 


